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Research is done
The Impala’s
on a laptop and or engine is heard
from the MOL
Library

A baseball bat and
or a shovel is used
as a weapon

The Mark of Cain Flashbacks are
is mentioned and seen
or seen

Angel killing sword Sam tries to
is seen and or used reassure Dean

Crowley visits the
Castiel tries to
same convent where reason with Claire
Lucifer had been
freed by Sam

Metatron is far
from helpful

A brother gets
Claire seeks
knocked out and or revenge on Dean
tied up

Brothers have a
heart to heart

Crowley is betrayed Metatron gets
Castiel brings
acquainted with the Metatron to the
'Wrath of Dean'
bunker to gain
information about
the MOC

Brothers talk
Devils Trap and or
together on the cell the Ring of Fire is
phone
used

Sam makes a big
and or dangerous
decision

Sam gives his
puppy dog eyes
and or his bitch
face

Any form of alcohol Rowena gains some The Demon and or The First Blade is
makes an
allies
Angel tablet(s) are referenced, seen
appearance and or
referenced
and or used
is consumed
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Rowena gains
some allies

Sam makes a big The First Blade is
and or dangerous referenced, seen
decision
and or used

Any form of
The Demon and
alcohol makes an or Angel tablet(s)
appearance and are referenced
or is consumed

Metatron gets
acquainted with
the 'Wrath of
Dean'

Castiel brings
Crowley is
Metatron to the
betrayed
bunker to gain
information about
the MOC

Devils Trap and or Brothers talk
the Ring of Fire is together on the
used
cell phone

Claire seeks
Brothers have a
revenge on Dean heart to heart

Flashbacks are
seen
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G

Sam gives his
puppy dog eyes
and or his bitch
face
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A baseball bat
and or a shovel is
used as a
weapon

The Mark of Cain A brother gets
Research is done The Impala’s
is mentioned and knocked out and or on a laptop and engine is heard
or seen
tied up
or from the MOL
Library
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Angel killing sword Crowley visits the Metatron is far from Castiel tries to
Sam tries to
is seen and or
same convent
helpful
reason with Claire reassure Dean
used
where Lucifer had
been freed by Sam
The Mark of Cain A brother gets
is mentioned and knocked out and
or seen
or tied up

Brothers have a
heart to heart

Flashbacks are seen The Impala’s
engine is heard

Sam gives his
puppy dog eyes
and or his bitch
face

The Demon and or Any form of
Claire seeks
Angel tablet(s) are alcohol makes an revenge on Dean
referenced
appearance and or
is consumed
Crowley is
betrayed

Research is done
on a laptop and or
from the MOL
Library

A baseball bat and The First Blade is
or a shovel is used referenced, seen
as a weapon
and or used

Rowena gains
some allies

Sam makes a big
and or dangerous
decision

Devils Trap and or Metatron gets
Castiel brings
Brothers talk
the Ring of Fire is acquainted with the Metatron to the
together on the
used
'Wrath of Dean'
bunker to gain
cell phone
information about
the MOC
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Metatron gets
acquainted with
the 'Wrath of
Dean'

Crowley is
betrayed

Brothers talk
together on the
cell phone

Devils Trap and or Castiel brings
the Ring of Fire is Metatron to the
used
bunker to gain
information about
the MOC

Any form of
Claire seeks
The Demon and or Sam makes a big Rowena gains
alcohol makes an revenge on Dean Angel tablet(s) are and or dangerous some allies
appearance and
referenced
decision
or is consumed
Sam gives his
puppy dog eyes
and or his bitch
face

A baseball bat
and or a shovel is
used as a
weapon

The First Blade is Metatron is far
referenced, seen from helpful
and or used

Sam tries to
reassure Dean

Castiel tries to
Brothers have a
reason with Claire heart to heart

Angel killing
Crowley visits the
sword is seen and same convent
or used
where Lucifer
had been freed
by Sam

Flashbacks are
seen

The Impala’s
engine is heard

The Mark of Cain A brother gets
Research is done
is mentioned and knocked out and on a laptop and
or seen
or tied up
or from the MOL
Library
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The Mark of Cain Flashbacks are
is mentioned and seen
or seen

Research is done
The Impala’s
on a laptop and or engine is heard
from the MOL
Library

Castiel tries to
Brothers have a
reason with Claire heart to heart

Sam tries to
reassure Dean

O
A brother gets
knocked out and
or tied up

Crowley visits the Angel killing sword
same convent
is seen and or
where Lucifer
used
had been freed by
Sam

A baseball bat and The First Blade is
or a shovel is used referenced, seen
as a weapon
and or used

Metatron is far
from helpful

Brothers talk
together on the
cell phone

Castiel brings
Devils Trap and or Sam gives his
Metatron to the
the Ring of Fire is puppy dog eyes
bunker to gain
used
and or his bitch
information about
face
the MOC

Metatron gets
acquainted with
the 'Wrath of
Dean'

Crowley is
betrayed

The Demon and or Sam makes a big Any form of alcohol Claire seeks
Angel tablet(s) are and or dangerous makes an
revenge on Dean
referenced
decision
appearance and or
is consumed

Rowena gains
some allies

